the trading & handling company for commercial and industry
Continuous technological development and adaptation of products to be changing markets are the basis of the success of German companies abroad.

The predominantly medium-sized German economy demonstrate the possibility regarding regional localization of their demand creativity - and, historically they have to developed markets especially with the European partners, and as well with the Associates States which are remain very important.

But only the brave and often risky steps into new markets ensured sustainable success and serves the mutual interests. Open markets are not a one-way street, but the guarantee for growth and employment for all. These opportunities have to be use in the future.

In this spirit we are driven by our flexibility and multi-cultural adaptation, to pursue our business with great passion.

The trust placed in us, we respond with performance and customer satisfaction.

Thomas Kurz
CEO Cosmic GmbH
COSMIC GmbH is a worldwide exporter of capital equipment, spare parts, construction materials and tools, even windows and ordinary commodities.

With the help of our loyal and long lasting customers, suppliers and overseas business partners we have access to a very wide range of products. In these market conditions, we provide competitive prices, product support and efficiency to our global network.

Our business activities is concentrated on the regions of the Near- and Middle East, Russia, Georgia and Kazakhstan as well as America.

Please don't hesitate to send your enquiry
Our product range extends over many areas

- Delivery of spare parts and equipment
- Oil and Gas Industry
- Cement Industry
- Road Construction
- Building construction
- Material handling
- Pipeline construction

Construction Equipment and Genuine Spare Parts from Leading Manufacturers

Our delivery program is huge and free of single manufacturer. We deal construction equipment and genuine spare parts from leading manufacturers such as described below. We optimise our delivery program for our customers with products from all the well-known manufacturers in our industry. If needed, you can receive the complete range of products from a single source. This flexibility enables us to meet ALL requirements.

A selection of our scope of supply:

- ABG
- Allison
- Atlas Copco
- Barber Greene
- Berco
- Bomag
- Bosch
- BPW
- Case
- Caterpillar
- Clark
- Coles
- Cummins
- DaimlerChrysler
- Demag
- Detroit Diesel
- Deutz
- Dynapac
- Elba
- Euclid
- Faun
- Fiat-Allis
- Grove
- Hamm
- Hanomag
- Hatz
- Hitachi
- Ingersoll-Rand
- Iveco
- Kaelble
- Kenworth
- KHD
- Kleemann + Reiner
- Komatsu
- Krupp
- Liebherr
- Linde
- Link-Belt
- Lister-Petter
- Mack
- MAN
- Manitowoc
- Massey Ferguson
- Mercedes Benz
- Metso
- MBU
- Michigan
- Montabert
- Nissan
- O&K
- Parker
- Perkins
- Peugeot
- P&H
- Poclain
- Potain
- PPM
- Putzmeister
- Scania
- Schwing
- Stetter
- Svedala
- Tamrock
- Terex
- Vibromax
- Vögele
- Volvo
- Wirtgen
- Zettelmeyer
- ZF
Not to forget, the association with other group companies with same ownerships create synergies and contributes to find solutions.

uniquely frank
patented exhibition systems
www.frankeurope.com

axiti®
patented heavy duty 3-D hinges
www.axiti.eu
The long lasting cooperation with excellent manufacturers keep us in the position to provide a wide selection of premium windows and doors.

Acquired over decades of expertise in all glass questions give customers the confidence to make the right decisions.

Whether reglazing of old Thermopen sheets in modern insulating glass, insulating glass, new windows or doors, historic windows, so all around the glass.

The supplier of cleaning products for Self service car wash **Bosi** - Highest Quality - Highest Effizienz